Success Story - Manufacturing Industry

STRENGTHENING BUSINESS CYBERSECURITY
Kampack is a packaging manufacturer in Newark, New Jersey. In 2018 Kampack
was victim to a series of cyber attacks that left the company distraught and
vulnerable. These attacks caused a crash in operations, preventing the company
from executing payroll in time. Kampack found the help they needed to overcome
these threats through Tekscape’s Managed Service Cybersecurity Solution, Arma.
The first cyber threat was executed as a crypto lock; it corrupted and locked
computers, systems, and data. Even after paying the ransom, Kampacks' critical
business data was still compromised. Kampack trusted their former IT Managed
Service provider to clean up the damage from the attack to their overall
technology infrastructure. After having been assured that the network and
systems were remediated and protected, they experienced another instance of
cyber attacks. Looking for an IT partner with more experience in the
cybersecurity space, Kampack found Arma to be their long-lasting solution.

“Our work with Kampack happened at a critical
moment for the business. Our understanding of
cyber threats and the evolution of malware
allowed us to run a full scan of their digital
environment. We found new instances of malware
that were ready to be triggered at a later point,
which helped them identify new sources of
breaches and remediate the issues. We were able
to deploy our cybersecurity solution to protect
endpoints for web security for 35 users” – Arma
Managed Services Team Lead

Every day, midsized businesses like Kampack are falling victim to cyber threats
due to a lack of cybersecurity enforcement. Capabilities like retrospective security
allow Arma to continually monitor and analyze IT infrastructure while finding and
remediating potential threats before they even occur. In addition, Arma’s team of
highly-specialized security engineers provides a full perspective to a cybersecurity
strategy that includes technologies, policies, and world-class industry practices.
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